April 14, 2014

To:  The Campus Community

It is that time of year when many events are occurring each day. Among the many possibilities and obligations that you have, I want to remind you that the University is cosponsoring an important forum focused on groundwater in the Turlock area – Tuesday (tomorrow), 6 – 8 PM, MSR 130.

On Tuesday (tomorrow) as well you are invited to “Know Your Numbers,” a free health and wellness event whereby you can learn your blood pressure, blood sugar, cholesterol, and body-mass index scores. The goal of the event, offered through the assistance of Anthem Blue Cross and PERS, is to help each of us set and reinforce a plan to benchmark, monitor, and improve our personal health. “Know Your Numbers” will be held from 10 AM to 4 PM in MSR 130. It will take 15 minutes of your time. The information produced by the screening is confidential, not known to your employer or PERS. Nurses from Maxim Health Systems (a third party vendor) will perform all tests. Please register ahead of time: https://maximwellness.bioiq.com/, (invitation code: CalPERSbio2014). For questions, contact Rose Jones (x6730).

Finally, the Ad Hoc Committee for External Public Art (charged with recommending a plan by which to decide where outdoor pieces of art may be placed and how pieces are chosen) will begin meeting this week. I’d like to thank its members in advance: Rebecca Phillips Abbott, Mike Chavez, Dean DeCocker, Hugo Hernandez, Julie Johnson, Victoria Johnson, Michele Lahti, Roxanne Robbin, Kristina Stamper, and James Tuedio.

Sincerely,

Joseph F. Sheley
President